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[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen Menage ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Menage a Trois
Romance, M/M/M, shape-shifters, HEA] All Jake ever wanted was a perfect life with a bonded mate. He soon finds that
life is never that easy and things can go very wrong. After having his heart ripped out twice already, Jake decides the
perfect life doesn't exist. That is, until he meets Zach and Quad. Quad Cash is an enforcer for the Bourne Coalition but
leads a double life. He's a mercenary and has just been handed a contract to take out a Russian drug lord. But things go
wrong and he barely escapes with his life. Leaving a life of luxury behind, Zach becomes an enforcer in Stillwater. He's
lusted after Jake for three years, but when Zach is kidnapped by a man who swears he has intel that he doesn't, his life is
forever changed. Can three men on different paths come together to build a life together, or will the insurmountable
forces destroy them all? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
????:Kangaroo
????????????????,????????,???????????????????.
“??,?????????????????”???????,?????????????????,???????????????......
[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shape-shifters,
HEA] Dane Fairfax belongs to a submissive group called Prim. Most call him naive and Dane is always there to help
whenever his alpha needs him. But Dane isn't so wide-eyed when it comes to powerful males. He has his sights set on
Syn Bourne and Dane is determined to make the man his. Syn isn't so sure the mission his brother hands him is wise. He
balks at the idea when Talyn tells him that he's to take Dane along with him. It's going to be hard enough to watch his
own back and now he has Dane to look out for. When Dane is hurt and nearly dies, Syn meets a powerful and dangerous
man who offers to heal Dane...for a price. The journey is dangerous and Syn prays he can protect Dane, but what starts
out as a mission for allies turns into deep passion that scorches even the hottest of summer nights. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
????:Critical theory
[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shape-shifters,
HEA] Talyn Bourne has been alpha for just a year when trouble comes his way. An opposing alpha who'd retired has
returned, and he's brought chaos with him. He wants Talyn to hand over his omega. When Talyn refuses, Ethan McBride
sends Gabriel Taylor, a man who Talyn kidnaps in order to teach Ethan a lesson. But it's Talyn who learns that
sometimes the lines between enemy and lover are blurred. Gabriel has no idea why he was chosen to confront Alpha
Talyn Bourne. He hasn't a clue what he's doing and ends up being captured. What confuses him is that Talyn treats him
like a guest, not a hostile enemy. When feelings begin to blossom between them, Gabriel knows he has to escape.
Trouble is, Gabriel's very own coalition is trying to kill him. But that isn't his only complication. Talyn has gone into primal
heat and has set his sights on Gabriel. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
???????????????????????????????, ??????????????????????????, ??????????????????????,
???????????????????????????.
???·????????????????, ???????????, ????????????. 1841?, ????????????, ???????, ???????. ????????????????,
??????, ????, ????. ???????????, ?????????, ??????, ?????????, ?????????, ????????????, ????????????????. 1853?,
?????, ????????????????, ??????, ????.
?????????17?????????,??????????“??”????????????????????????????
????????????“????”???????????; ?????????????????, ???????; ???????????????.
[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shape-shifters,
HEA] Olin has skated through life with no clear path or focus, using sarcasm and quick wit to keep others at bay. No one
knows the pain he carries inside of him, not even his family. But one man has figured Olin out and Coop is the one man
Olin runs farthest from. Cooper Dalton knows Olin's sarcasm for what it is - a defense mechanism to keep everyone out.
He's determined to show Olin that being vulnerable isn't a sign of weakness. Unfortunately, the primal heat takes over
and Coop has seven days to convince Olin that they were meant to be together or Coop's leopard will reject Olin and
their chances of having a life together will forever be lost to them. When perilous circumstance forces them to go into
hiding together, Olin can no longer deny what he wants most. But will the bounty on Coop's head end it all? ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
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